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PDF (DLA)
DLA FORM 7024, NOV 2021
CARPOOL APPLICATION
Prescribed by:  DSCC Parking Administration Policy 5720.002
Sponsor:  DM-FCB at Land and Maritime
REPLACES DSCC FORMS 2018 and 2019, WHICH ARE OBSOLETE
CARPOOL MEMBERS INFORMATION
PRINT NAME
SIGNATURE
ACTIVITY
EXTENSION
WORK EMAIL ADDRESS
By receiving this hang tag and by signing the above you acknowledge that:The carpool consists of two or more Center associates who commute together a minimum of three days per week and that each of the carpool members must have a vehicle and show proper registration.It is the driver’s responsibility to ensure that this hang tag is clearly visible and properly hung from the rear view mirror of the vehicle while parked in the carpool parking area at DSCC or the vehicle will be booted and the owner cited.That a carpool member commuting without other carpool members may not use the carpool parking and must park in open parking or your vehicle will be booted and the owner will be cited.Agreement that this parking permit hang tag is only to be used by the members of this car pool and not to be issued, loaned, traded or used by any other associate.That you are not authorized any other parking privilege to include executive, supervisor, handicap or vanpool.If the carpool is discontinued or if there are any changes to the information provided on this request, the carpool hang tag must be returned to DM FC, Bldg. 20, A1S012.Any abuse or misuse of the carpool hang tag and parking will result in the termination of the privilege.
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